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2018 TRAVEL, MEALS AND ENTERTAINMENT CHANGES
Major tax reform was approved by Congress in the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA) on December 22, 2017. One of the
aspects of this new 2017 tax act is that is establishes additional limitations on the deductibility of certain business meals
and entertainment expenses. Under the act, entertainment expenses incurred or paid after Dec. 31, 2017 are
nondeductible unless they fall under the specific exceptions in Code Section 274(e). One of those exceptions is for
"expenses for recreation, social, or similar activities primarily for the benefit of the taxpayer's employees, other than highly
compensated employees" (e.g., office holiday parties are still deductible). Business meals provided for the convenience of
the employer are now only 50% deductible, whereas before the act they were fully deductible. Barring further action by
Congress, those meals will be nondeductible after 2025. The IRS should be issuing further guidance this year.
Businesses must continue to account for meals and entertainment expenses by classification In order to apply the
appropriate limitation, with the addition of a new category in 2018 for "entertainment meals". A comprehensive chart is
provided below, to summarize proper treatment for many types of meals and entertainment expenditures, under the law
applicable both before and after the act.
What this means is that you will likely need to add several general ledger accounts to account for these categories of
expenditures (100%, 50% and 0%), and revise underlying expense reports. Note this is retroactive to January 1, 2018.

Event

2017 Expenses (Old Rules)

2018 Expenses (New Rules)

Citation

Office Holiday Party/Picnic

100% Deductible

100% Deductible

§§274(e)(4), 274(n)(2)(A)

Client Business Meals

50% deductible if taxpayer is
present and not
lavish/extravagant

50% deductible if business is
conducted, taxpayer is present
and not lavish/extravagant

§§274(k)(1),
274(n)(1),162(a)

Entertainment-related meals

50% Deductible

No deduction

§274(a)(1), Reg. §1.2742(b)(1)(i)

e.g., meals incurred when no business
is conducted, potentially at night clubs,
cocktail lounges, theaters, country
clubs, golf and athletic clubs, sporting
events and on hunting, fishing,
vacation and similar trips
Transportation to/from restaurant
for Client Business Meal

100% Deductible

100% Deductible

Committee Reports on P.L. 99514 (TRA of 1986)

Sporting Event Tickets

50% Deductible for face value of
ticket (anything above face value
is non-deductible)

No deduction

§274(a)(1)

50% Deductible for Skybox
expenses to the extent of nonluxury seat value in such box.

No deduction

§274(a)(1)

100% Deductible for Charitable
sporting events

No deduction

§274(a)(1)

80% Deductible for Contributions
for the right to purchase tickets
to an educational institution's
athletic event

No deduction

§170(1)

No deduction for club dues; however,
50% deduction for expenses incurred
at a club organized for business,
pleasure, recreation, or other social
purposes if related to an active trade
or business.

No deduction

§§274(a)(1), 274(a)(2), &
274(a)(3)

Club Memberships
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Event
Meals Provided for the Convenience
of Employer

2017 Expenses (old rules)
100% deductible provided they
are excludible from employees'
gross income as de Minimis
fringe benefits under §119(a);
otherwise 50% deductible

2018 Expenses (new rules)
50% deductible (non-deductible
after 2025)

Citation
§§274(e)(1), 274(o)(2)

Meals Provided to Employees
Occasionally and Overtime
Employee Meals

100% deductible provided they
are excludible from employees'
gross income as de Minimis
fringe benefits under §132(e)(1);
otherwise 50% deductible

50% deductible (non-deductible
after 2025)

§§274(e)(1), 274(o)(1)

Water, Coffee, and Snacks at the
Office

100% deductible provided they
are excludible from employees'
gross income as de Minimis
fringe benefits under §132(e)(1);
otherwise 50% deductible

50% deductible (non-deductible
after 2025)

§§274(e)(1), 274(o)(1)

Meals In Office During Meetings of
Employees, Stockholders, Agents
or Directors

50% Deductible

50% Deductible

§§274(e)(5), 274(n)(1)

Meals During Business Travel

50% Deductible

50% Deductible

§§162(a)(2), 274(n)(1);
Reg. §1.274-2(f)(2)(iv)(B)

Meals at a Seminar or Conference,
or at a Business League Event

50% Deductible

50% Deductible

1986 TRA Bluebook, at 64
(1987); §§274(e)(6},
274(n)(1)

Meals included in Charitable
Sports Package

100% deductible

50% deductible (the exception
provided under former
§274(n}(2)(C), referring to former
§274(1)(1)(8), was repealed)

§274(n)(1)

Meals Included as Taxable
Compensation to Employee or
Independent Contractor

100% deductible

100% deductible

§§274(e)(2), 274(e)(9),
274(n)(2)(A)

Meals Expenses Sold to a Client
or Customer (or Reimbursed)

100% deductible

100% deductible

§§274(e)(3), 274(e)(8),
274(n)(2)(A)

Food Offered to the Public for
Free (e.g., at a Seminar)

100% deductible

100% deductible

§§274(e)(7), 274(n)(2)(A)

Documenting Expenses
Under prior law, in order to deduct business meal and entertainment expenses, the expense must have been directly
related to, or associated with the active conduct of a trade or business, or for the production or collection of Income.
Under the new rules this requirement essentially remains, though In a different form In that the rule now states that
meals expenditures must be otherwise deductible (presumably In reference to §162). While the ordinary and necessary
standards under §162 are sometimes difficult to apply in the context of meals expenditures, it is helpful to focus on the
part of this standard that requires a deductible expenditure be Incurred in carrying on business (§162(a); Mack v. Com'r,
35 TCM 1628, T.C. Memo 1976-359). On the other hand, this requirement is no longer applicable to entertainment
expenses In that the deduction for entertainment expenses is repealed altogether. The repeal for entertainment
expense deductions will also eliminate the deduction for meals, if the meal is entertainment-related.
Documentation is still required so that a taxpayer is able to prove:




The amount of the expenditure
The time, date and place of the expenditure
The purpose of the business discussion, the identification of the people who participated (§274(d), Reg.§1.2745T(c)

Entertainment-related meals fall under the purview of entertainment expenses when the activity pertains to
entertainment (In other words, the fact that an expenditure is a meal, does not automatically exclude the expenditure
from the broader entertainment designation) (Reg. §1.274-2(b) (1) (1)). Because entertainment related meals are now
treated differently from client business meals, it may be necessary to establish new documentation procedures or
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information management systems in order to account for each separate category of meals. Under §274(k) (1), client
business meals are deductible only If they are not lavish or extravagant, and only if the taxpayer is present with the
client. Because §274(a) (a) now denies a deduction for an entertainment expenditure, It will be necessary to cause the
activity at which the meal expense is incurred to not be entertainment-related. For instance, it is necessary to conduct
business with the client to be otherwise deductible (§274(n)(1)), and the presence of substantial distractions might
Inhibit the business argument (e.g., meals expenses at night clubs, cocktail lounges, theaters, country clubs, golf and
athletic clubs, sporting events, and on hunting, fishing, vacation and similar trips (Reg. §1.274-2(b)(1)(1))).

50% Deductible
The following expenses remain deductible subject to the 50% limit:


Meal expenses for business meetings of employees, stockholders, agents, and directors. Office meetings and
partner meetings fall into this category. If there is no business function to the meal, it is completely nondeductible for tax purposes. (§§274(e)(5), 274(n)(1))



Generally, any meals during business travel. If a portion of a business trip can be considered personal and not
related to the business function of the trip, then a portion of the meals expense should also be considered
personal and not deductible. (§§162(a)(2), 274(n)(1)), Reg.§1.274-2(f)(2)(iv)(B))



Meals at a convention, seminar, or any type of meeting even if the meals cost is not separately stated from
the cost of the event. If not separately stated, it must be calculated by the taxpayer based on reasonableness
or per diem rates for that location. (1986 TRA Bluebook, at 64 (1987); §§274(e)(6), 274 (n)(1))



Meals with people related to the business such as clients, customers and vendors provided that there is a
business purpose or some benefit to the business will result, the taxpayer is present, and the amount is not
lavish or extravagant. (§§ 274(k)(1), 274(n)(1)), 162(a))

100% Deductible
The following meals were previously 1 0 0 % deductible but are now subject to the 50% limit:


Meals provided on the employer's premises to more than half of the employees for the convenience of the
employer, and meals provided occasionally to employees or to employees to enable them to work late, work
weekends, or otherwise work overtime (§§274(n)(1), 274(0)). Such meals generally satisfy the de Minimis
fringe benefit rules under §132(e)(1) or §119(a) and while such meals are nontaxable to the employees, such
meal expenses provided as de minimis fringe benefits no longer are excepted from §274(n)(1).



Office Snacks - coffee, soft drinks, bottled water, donuts and similar snacks or beverages provided to
employees on the business premises. (§§274(n)(1), 274(0). Such Items generally satisfy the de Minimis
fringe benefit rules under §132(a)(4), but de Minimis fringe benefits no longer are excepted from §274(n)(1).



Meals provided as part of a package involving a charitable sports ticket (such amounts described under
§274(1) (1) (8) are no longer excepted from §274(n) (1)).



Meal expenses for a company picnic or holiday party. (§§274(e)(4), 274(n)(2)(A))



Food made available to the public for free - usually as part of a promotional campaign. (§§274(e)(7),
274(n)(2)(A))



If the meals expense is included as taxable compensation to the employee or independent contractor and
Included on the W-2 or Form 1099, then the expense is fully deductible to the employer. (§§274(e) (2), 274(e)(9),
274(n)(2)(A))



Meals expenses that are sold to a client or customer. (§§274(e)(8), 274(n)(2)(A))
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Nondeductible Items
Unfortunately, some business expenses were and remain nondeductible and need to be categorized as such.
Examples include:


Lunch with customer, client or employee without a business purpose/discussi on (§162(a))



Club dues; for example, country clubs, golf and athletic clubs (§274(a)(3))



Lavish or extravagant entertainment expenses (§274(k)(1))

Additionally, as noted above, entertainment expenses are now non-deductible as are meals associated with
entertainment activities (§274(a)(1)). Expenses incurred at a club organized for business, pleasure, recreation, or
other social purposes are now non-deductible as well, even If related to an active trade or business (§§274(a) (1),
274(a)(2), 274(a)(3)).
Please review this material and implement as necessary. Should you require assistance please feel free to call upon us.
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